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>> from the Archive - Science is NEVER settled ... but read on...<<  

----------------------------------------------------------------  

Dawn in our Garden 
The latest research suggests Australia’s Adam and Eve are not as old as we thought – 

and lived much richer lives than we suspect. 

Deborah Smith reports. 

The Sydney Morning Herald, February 22-23, 2003 

Fifty thousand years ago, a lush landscape greeted the 

first Australians making their way towards the south-east 

of the continent. Temperatures were cooler than now. 

Megafauna — giant prehistoric animals such as marsupial 

lions, goannas and the rhinoceros-sized diprotodon —

 were abundant. And the freshwater lakes of the 

Willandra district in western NSW were brimming with 

fish. But change was coming. By the time the people 

living at Lake Mungo ceremoniously buried two of their 

dead, 40,000 years ago, water levels had begun to drop. 

A study of the sediments and graves at Lake Mungo, 

published this week in Nature, uncovers the muddy 

layers deposited as the lake began to dry up. Twenty 

thousand years ago Lake Mungo had become the dry 

dusty hole we know today, but 20,000 years before that 

it had been a refuge from the encroaching desert, the 

study shows. Families clustered around the lake left 

artifacts, 775 of which researchers used to determine 

that the number of people living there peaked between 

43,000 and 44,000 years ago, with the first wanderers 

arriving between 46,000 and 50,000 years ago. 

This treasure-trove of history was found by the 

University of Melbourne geologist Professor Jim Bowler in 

1969. He was searching for ancient lakes and came 

across the charred remains of Mungo Lady, who had 

been cremated. In 1974, he found a second complete 

skeleton, Mungo Man, buried 300 metres away. 

The comprehensive study of 25 different sediment layers 

at Mungo — a collaboration between four universities, 

the CSIRO, and NSW National Parks and Wildlife and led 

by Bowler  — concludes that both graves are 40,000 

years old. 

This is much younger than the 62,000 years Mungo Man 

was attributed with in 1999 by a team led by Professor 

Alan Thorne, of the Australian National University. 

Because Thorne is the country’s leading opponent of the 

Out of Africa theory — that modern humans evolved in 

Africa about 100,000 years ago and then spread around 

the globe — the revision of Mungo Man’s age has 

refocused attention on academic disputes about 

mankind’s origins. 

Dr Tim Flannery, a proponent of the controversial theory 

that Australia’s megafauna was wiped out 46,000 years 

ago in a “blitzkrieg” of hunting by the arriving people, 

also claims the new Mungo dates support this view. 

For Bowler, however, these debates are irritating 

speculative distractions from the study’s main findings. 

At 40,000 years old, Mungo Man and Mungo Lady remain 

Australia’s oldest human burials and the earliest evidence 

on Earth of cultural sophistication, he says. Modern 

humans had not even reached North America by this 

time. In Europe, they were just starting to live alongside 

the Neanderthals. 

“At Lake Mungo we have a cameo of people reacting to 

environmental change. It is one of the great stories of 

the people of the world.” 

The modern day story of the science of Mungo also has 
its fair share of rivalry. In its 1999 study, Thorne’s team 
used three techniques to date. Mungo Man at 62,000 
years old, and it stands by its figures. It dated bone, 

teeth enamel and some sand. 
Bowler has strongly challenged the results ever since. 

Dating human bones is “notoriously unreliable”, he says. 

As well, the sand sample Thorne’s group dated was taken 

hundreds of metres from the burial site. “You don’t have 

to be a gravedigger … to realize the age of the sand is 

not the same as the age of the grave,” says Bowler. He 

says his term’s results are based on careful geological 

field work that was cross-checked between four 

laboratories, while Thorne’s team was “locked in a 

laboratory in Canberra and virtually misinterpreted the 

field evidence”. 

Thorne counters that Bowler’s team used one dating 

technique, while his used three. Best practice is to have 

at least two methods produce the same result. A Thorne 

team member, Professor Rainer Grün, says the fact that 

the latest results were consistent between laboratories 

doesn’t mean they are absolutely correct. We now have 

two data sets that are contradictory. I do not have a 

plausible explanation.” 
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Two years ago Thorne made world headlines with a study 

of Mungo Man’s DNA that he claimed supported his idea 

that modern humans evolved from archaic humans in 

several places around the world, rather than striding out 

of Africa a relatively short time ago. 

Other scientists have expressed scepticism. But Thorne’s 

old age for Mungo Man was also regarded as evidence for 

his theory. Homo sapiens would have had to move pretty 

fast to get from Africa to NSW by 62,000 years ago. 

Now, however, Thorne says the age of Mungo Man is 

irrelevant to this origins debate. Recent fossils finds show 

modern humans were in China 110,000 years ago. “So 

he has got a long time to turn up in Australia. It doesn’t 

matter if he is 40,000 or 60,000 years old. 

In 2001 a member of Bowler’s team, Dr Richard Roberts 

of Wollongong University, along with Flannery, director of 

the South Australian Museum, published research on 

their blitzkrieg theory. They dated 28 sites across the 

continent, arguing their analysis showed the megafauna 

died out suddenly 46,000 years ago. 

The conclusion has been challenged by other scientists, 

including Dr Judith Field of the University of Sydney and 

Dr Richard Fullager of the Australian Museum, who 

pointed to the presence of megafauna fossils at the 

36,000-year-old Cuddie Springs site in NSW. 

Flannery praises the Bowler team’s research on Mungo 

Man as “the most thorough and rigorous dating” of 

ancient human remains. He says the finding that humans 

arrived at Lake Mungo between 46,000 and 50,000 years 

ago was a critical time in Australia’s history. There is no 

evidence of a dramatic climatic change then, he says. 

“It’s my view that humans arrived and extinction took 

place in almost the same geological instant.” 

Bowler, however, is skeptical of Flannery’s theory and 

says the Mungo study provides no definitive new 

evidence to support it. He argues that climate change at 

40,000 years ago was more intense than had been 

previously realized and could have played a role in the 

megafauna’s demise. “To blame the earliest Australians 

for their complete extinction is drawing along bow.” 

Different dating methods 
Radiocarbon 
Based on decay of carbon 14 isotope present in living 

tissue. Gave age of about 25,000 years for Mungo Lady 

(1976). 

Thermoluminescence 
Based on amount of radiation sand grains have absorbed 
since they were last heated. Gave date of 42,000-45,000 
years for Mungo Man sediments (1996). 
Uranium-Throium 

Based on amounts of uranium and thorium isotopes in 

bone. Gave dates of 50,000-80,000 years for Mungo Man 
(1999). 
Electric Spin Resonance 
Measures number of electrons from radioactive decay 
that are trapped in crystal. Used on Mungo Man teeth 
enamel. Gave age of 63,000-78,000 years (1999). 

Optically Stimulated Luminescence 
Based on a light-sensitive “internal clock” in sand grains 
which starts ticking when they get buried. Sand samples 
300 metres from Mungo Man gave date of 62,000 years 
(1999). Latest results on 25 sediment samples date 
Mungo Man and Mungo Lady at 40,000 years old 
(2003).   

 
http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n1

90.htm  

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

KEITH WINDSCHUTTLE AND TIM GILLIN 

The extinction of the Australian pygmies 
https://quadrant.org.au/opinion/history-wars/2002/06/the-extinction-of-the-australian-pygmies/  

For footnotes: http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n314.htm  

_______________________________________________  

On this day:  
Mungo Man fossil found 

BY MISCHA VICKAS |FEBRUARY 26, 2013 

The 1974 discovery of Mungo Man doubled the 
known length of Aboriginal history in Australia. 

The 1974 discovery of Mungo Man surprised everybody – doubling the 
known length of Aboriginal history in Australia. 

ON FEBRUARY 26, 1974, a young geologist managed 
to stretch Australian history by 20,000-odd years when 
he found 40,000-year-old human remains buried in a dry 
lake bed in south-western New South Wales. 
The discovery, made in the midst of the Aboriginal rights 

movement – which would quickly intergrate the findings 
into its slogans – would later double the time that 

Australia's first humans were thought to have arrived on 
the continent. 

Jim Bowler, now in his 80s, and an Honorary Professor at 
the University of Melbourne, was with the Australian 
National University when he came across the remains at 
Lake Mungo, about 700km west of Sydney. 
"We were then confronted by a whole new chapter in 

Australian history that nobody had previously 
anticipated," Jim says. 

Professor Mike Morwood, an archaeologist at the 
University of Wollongong, says the discovery "changed 

http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n190.htm
http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n190.htm
https://quadrant.org.au/opinion/history-wars/2002/06/the-extinction-of-the-australian-pygmies/
http://www.adelaideinstitute.org/newsletters/n314.htm
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the whole tenor of Australian archaeology, which was 
now on the world stage." 

Mungo Lady 

Earlier in 1968, Jim had also found burnt bones at a 
nearby site. These were initially dated at 20-26,000 

years old. These remains – dubbed 'Mungo Lady' – were 
then the oldest in Australia and remain the world's oldest 
evidence of cremation. 
At that point, "Australian history took a leap backwards," 
says Jim. But, an even greater leap was to follow. 

In 1974, Jim again found himself near Lake Mungo, 
hunting for new geological features that may have been 
uncovered by rain. 
It was only 450m from the site of Mungo Lady that Jim 
spotted a skull. Clearing away the sands of the lake bed, 
Jim and his colleagues revealed the complete skeleton of 

a man – a long-dead figure that would become known to 
the world as Mungo Man. 

A new gift from Lake Mungo 

"I immediately realised that this was the next major 
discovery of human remains," says Jim. 
Dating the Mungo remains however would prove to be a 
long and controversial task. From his studies of the lake's 

geology, Jim knew that Mungo Man had to be at least 
30,000 years old, but dating undertaken in the late '90s 
produced estimates of up to 62,000 years. 
The debate was finally settled in 2003, when a 
collaboration between three universities and the CSIRO 
dated both Mungo Man and Mungo Lady at roughly 
40,000 years old, with additional artefacts pointing to 

human occupation of the area as far back as 50,000 
years ago. 
Today, Mungo Man remains the oldest human remains 
found in Australia, while the Malakunanja II rock shelter 

in the Northern Territory points to human occupation 
over 50,000 years ago. 

Rethinking Australia's history 
While what Jim and his colleagues found shocked the 

scientific and wider Australian community, most 
importantly, Jim says, the discoveries vindicated the 

unimaginably long history of Indigenous Australians.  

 
Anthea Carstairs and Dr Wilfred Shawcross 

gently excavating Mungo Man in 1974.  
After initial tensions surrounding handling of the remains, 

the indigenous community embraced the findings and 
used them to propel the Aboriginal rights movement. 

With the science settled, the task for Jim is now to return 
Mungo Man to his original resting place. 
"A thousand generations later we have the extraordinary 

privilege of listening to the messages of that man, of 
learning who he was and taking his remains back to his 
shores and back to the descendants of his people," Jim 
says. 
 
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/blogs/on-this-
day/2013/02/on-this-day-mungo-man-fossil-found/

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Mungo Man:  
The Story Behind The Bones That Forever Changed Australia’s History 
B Y  M A R K  J O H A N S O N @ M A R K J O H A N S O N I B T  O N  0 3 / 0 4 / 1 4  A T  2 : 0 1  P M  

 
Geologist Jim Bowler found the remains of "Mungo Man" 

in February 1974. He is thought to be the oldest human 
ever uncovered on the Australian continent.P H O T O :  
W I K I C O M M O N S  

This is a story about bones. About what can and can’t be 
explained by them, and the tales we choose for them to 
tell. It spans more than 50,000 years, but it begins like it 

ends, in a remote corner of the red-rubbled Australian 
Outback some 700 kilometers (435 miles) west of 
Sydney known as Lake Mungo. 

Lake Mungo isn’t actually a lake -- at least not anymore. 
But up until about 20,000 years ago, this lunar-like 
landscape of silver-blue saltbush and antagonistic flies 
was a lush lagoon teeming with fish and waterbirds. 
It was an Aboriginal paradise with easy hunting and 

abundant resources. These early humans shared the land 
with jumbo-sized kangaroos, mammoth wombats, and 
emus of a scale that would make Big Bird look like 

Tweety. But within 6,000 years of the glacial maximum, 
the rapidly warming climate had turned Lake Mungo 
salty, then parched. A prehistoric paradise was lost. 

We know a lot of this, of course, because of the bones. 
“There is a 90 percent chance we’ve got a cremated 
human right beneath us,” my traditional Paakantji 
Aboriginal guide Graham Clarke shares as we walk 
through the sands of time back to the start of Australia’s 
human history. “See that branch over there,” he adds, 
pointing to a mangled root that’s collecting a mound of 

rubble. “That’s a marker for the bones of a giant wombat 
[known as a Diprotodon].” 
“Over here we’ve got a fossilized eucalyptus tree,” he 
continues. “It’s never-ending because things are 
constantly appearing and disappearing and you can 

never keep up with it.” 
Massive erosion has left the internal anatomy of Lake 

Mungo, like many of the dry Willandra Lakes scattered 
about this UNESCO World Heritage area, exposed at the 

http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/blogs/on-this-day/2013/02/on-this-day-mungo-man-fossil-found/
http://www.australiangeographic.com.au/blogs/on-this-day/2013/02/on-this-day-mungo-man-fossil-found/
http://www.ibtimes.com/reporters/mark-johanson
http://www.ibtimes.com/reporters/mark-johanson
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surface. Every year the lake produces a new crop of 
exposures as the skin-baking Outback air strips the 

surface with each gust to reveal a veritable time capsule 
buried underneath. 

Tiny bone fragments tumble like confetti in the wind as 
Clarke and I walk along the sandy lunette that curves 
around the lake’s eastern shore. We follow a set of 
arrow-shaped emu tracks to the top of the lunette’s 
highest dune where Clarke plops down onto all fours and 

begins to draw. 
“I’m going to teach you a different kind of history,” he 
says, forming circles in the sand. “I want to show you the 
other side of the coin, because people always grow up 
seeing one side and never take the time to see the world 
from a different perspective.” 
Clarke mixes science with dreaming as he describes 

weather patterns, explains his theories of time and 
makes his standpoint on evolution abundantly clear: “The 
'out of Africa' idea is a joke.” 

Then he tells me something his mom told him when he 
was a kid. 
“Archeologists created big words to make themselves 

sound better and smarter than the rest of us. They made 
up ideas about history and sold them for profit. But my 
people have been on this land for thousands of years. 
I’ve got storylines about my history. What I want to 
know is what are the Europeans’ storylines?” 
It was exactly 40 years ago last week that a geologist 
named Jim Bowler revealed a set of bones at Lake Mungo 

that would prove something the Aboriginal people say 
they knew all along: that they’d been on the Australian 
continent for an inconceivable length of time. 
The going theory among scientists before Bowler 
stumbled upon “Mungo Man” was that Aboriginals had 

arrived in Australia from Asia around 20,000 years ago. 
Mungo Man pushed that date back by at least another 

20,000 years, while his ritualistic burial proved that a 
sophisticated culture had emerged on the far side of the 
Indian Ocean from Africa much earlier than anyone 
(except the Aboriginals) could ever have imagined. 
Further archeological finds at Lake Mungo point to 
human occupation of the area as far back as 50,000 

years ago, making it one of the world’s most important 
archeological sites for understanding human evolution 
and prehistory. But just what exactly its bones mean, 
who should tell their story, and where the region’s most 
famous resident should rest in peace remain matters of 
heated debate 40 years after this curious new actor 
arrived on Australia’s historical stage. 

‘We’re Here Now And We’ve Always Been Here 
It was February 1974 and Dr. Bowler was waiting at 
Mungo Station for the rains to stop so he could return to 
the site where six years earlier he’d found “Mungo Lady,” 
Mungo Man’s slightly younger female companion whose 
bones are notable as evidence of the world’s oldest 
cremation. The then-professor at Australian National 

University, or ANU, in Canberra got his chance on the 
26th, when the late-afternoon sun shined down like a 
spotlight on a white bulbous tip emerging from the 
eroding sands. 
Bowler scraped away the dirt to find a fully intact 
jawbone. It was to be the first glimpse of some of the 

oldest bones ever discovered outside of Africa. 

“I immediately rang my colleagues at ANU and they 
came out two days later to excavate the remains,” 
Bowler, now in his 80s, recalls as we sit together on a 
sofa in his Melbourne apartment. “In the process of that 

excavation, this amazing articulated expression of 
tremendous ritual emerged. The body had either been 

anointed, painted in ochre or ochre had been sprinkled 
on the grave. 

“That was an amazing shock,” he continues. “Nobody had 
ever imagined that a person of this antiquity in Australia 
would be of such a sophisticated cultural development.” 
Mungo Man emerged at a time when the fight for 
Aboriginal rights had just picked up steam. Activists 

quickly integrated the findings into their slogans and 
made T-shirts saying: “We’ve been here for 40,000 
years.” This became one of the mantras in the greater 
land rights movement of the mid 1970s. 
“The Aboriginal people were having a bit of a fight with 
the scientists on one hand, but on the other they said: 
‘Look, these scientists are demonstrating what we’ve 

been saying all the time. We’ve been telling you that 
we’re here now and we’ve always been here’,” Bowler 
recalls. 

While Mungo Man dramatically changed the way 
Australians now view their own history, Bolwer laments 
that “this has not filtered through to most of the white 

Australian psyche.” 
“Our challenge now is to ensure that the reality of his 
contribution to both science and the traditional people is 
made quite explicit.” 

A Home For Bones 
When Bowler began his work in Lake Mungo, there 
weren’t any Aboriginal people living there; they had all 

been systematically moved off in the decades prior. 
Consequently, the bones of Mungo Man and Mungo Lady 
were removed from the area without the knowledge of its 
traditional owners. 
“When news of these finds hit the press with Mungo Man, 

some of them were understandably upset,” Bowler 
recalls. “One Aboriginal Elder said to me: 'You did not 

find Mungo Lady and Mungo Man; they found you.' Which 
puts the burden back onto me to ensure that their 
skeletal remains are properly cared for. They have an 
immense message to deliver. And that message has yet 
to be delivered.” 
Unlike Mungo Lady, Mungo Man was never returned to 

his traditional homeland. Instead, he remains under lock 
and key in a box at ANU -- despite the fact that scientists 
stopped studying him more than a decade ago. 
“The bones have been in the care of ANU for 40 years, 
and 40 years is long enough,” Bowler decries. “The 
scientific view is that it’s time for those remains to come 
home to Mungo. And I believe that view is shared almost 

without reservation by the indigenous people. But 
ultimately it’s their responsibility.” 
Richard Mintern, executive officer of the Willandra Lakes 
Region World Heritage Area, says the traditional owners 
of the region have been working with government 
agency staff and scientists to develop repatriation plans 
that will facilitate the return of the ancestral remains in a 

culturally sensitive way. 
“Part of this process has included extensive consultation 
in the development of a Mungo Centre proposal, which 
could provide a worthy commemoration to Australia’s 
oldest human if funding can be secured,” he explains. 
“Ultimately the decision as to what happens with the 

ancestral remains rests with the traditional owners, and 

those discussions are continuing.” 
Part of the problem, it seems, is that there’s somewhat 
of a disagreement among the three Aboriginal tribes who 
claim ownership of the land: the Mutthi Mutthi, the 
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Ngiyampaa and the Paakantji. Jacki Roberts of the New 
South Wales Office of Environment and Heritage says 

that while discussions and associated planning are well 
underway, “it’s still early days.” 

There was much speculation in the Australian media that 
the government and Aboriginal Elders would make a big 
announcement about the repatriation of the bones on the 
anniversary Wednesday. But the day came and went like 
any other without so much as a peep. 

The Sands Of Time 
Clarke and I watch from a viewpoint atop the lunette as 
the sun carves a path over the Willandra Lakes, 
blanketing the late-summer sky in a tangerine haze and 
heralding the start of a new day for the Outback’s 
curious nocturnal inhabitants. 
The kangaroos spring into action first, then the echidnas 

scuttle away to forage for insects while the flies 
disappear to their mysterious nighttime homes. It’s really 
only in this violet hour that one can begin to imagine 

what wind-ravished Mungo might have looked like 
40,000 to 50,000 years ago when Mungo Man and Mungo 
Lady called it home. 

The indigo sky above morphs into an ocean of stars as 
Clarke swerves to avoid bounding grey kangaroos along 
the bumpy road back to the Grand Hotel in Mildura 110 
kilometers (70 miles) away. The veteran guide of more 
than two decades hasn’t stopped yapping since we got in 
the car, so I ask him a question that’s been on my mind 
all afternoon. 

If this is an archeological site, I say, then what’s to stop 
would-be grave robbers or souvenir-seeking tourists from 
nabbing the emerging artifacts?  
His answer: "Not much." 
Clarke explains that visitors are forbidden from stepping 

off the boardwalks at Mungo unless accompanied by an 
Aboriginal guide. Yet in this remote pocket of Australia’s 

arid center, you’d be hard-pressed to find anyone around 
to stop them. 

The Paakantji Aboriginal says he recently buried fake 
artifacts throughout the lunette in an experiment for La 

Trobe University. Within two weeks, nearly all of the 
artificial bones had disappeared. 
That they'd disappear is actually what he wanted, though 
he’d prefer that the bones go back into the earth rather 
than out of it. 

Clarke visits this land perhaps more than anyone else, 
yet he says he doesn’t tell a soul about new 
“discoveries.” Sometimes he’ll leave a marker, like the 
one he’d shown me of the Diprotodon, but mostly he just 
walks on by and lets the bones return to the sand from 
which they came. 
The thought of loosing such treasured data might horrify 

an archeologist, but Clarke says he prefers to let Mungo’s 
myriad bones rest in peace. No analysis. No labels. And 
no 40 years in a box at a university. 

How To Visit Lake Mungo 
Location: Mungo National Park  is best visited via the 
quaint riverside city of Mildura about 110 kilometers (70 

miles) to the south. You can attempt the largely unsealed 
road on your own with a sturdy vehicle or hire a guide 
like Graham Clarke from Harry Nanya Tours if you want 
to set foot on the lunette. 
Where to stay: The Park itself has a small campground, 
but for more comfort, try the historic Grand Hotel in 
Mildura. 

Where to learn more about Aboriginal history: Melbourne 
Museum recently opened the spectacular First Peoples 
exhibit, which provides a great introduction of Aboriginal 
history from Creation to present day. 
http://www.ibtimes.com/mungo-man-story-behind-
bones-forever-changed-australias-history-1558234  

 

Mungo Man 

Turning evolution upside down 
In the study of human evolution, Australia has not 
traditionally believed to have much to offer; however, 

the skeletal record has thrown up a few spanners in the 

works that may one day transform beliefs about where 
humans came from. 
One of these spanners is Mungo Man, who was 
discovered in 1974 in the dry lake bed of Lake Mungo in 
west NSW. Mungo Man was a hominin who was 
estimated to have died 62,000 years ago and was ritually 
buried with his hands covering his penis. Anatomically, 

Mungo Man's bones were distinct from other human 
skeletons being unearthed in Australia. Unlike the 
younger skeletons that had big-brows and thick-skulls, 
Mungo Man's skeleton was finer, and more like modern 
humans. 
The ANU's John Curtin School of Medical Research found 

that Mungo Man's skeleton's contained a small section of 

mitochondrial DNA. After analysing the DNA, the school 
found that Mungo Man's DNA bore no similarity to the 
other ancient skeletons, modern Aborigines and modern 
Europeans. Furthermore, his mitochondrial DNA had 

become extinct. The results called into question the 'Out 
of Africa' theory of human evolution. If Mungo Man was 

descended from a person who had left Africa in the past 

200,000 years, then his mitochondrial DNA should have 
looked like all of the other samples. 

 
Another spanner in the traditional theories are the Kow 

Swamp skeletons from northern Victoria, which are 
reminiscent of Homo erectus. Specifically, they have 

thick brow ridges, sloping foreheads and very large 
teeth. If the Kow Swamp skeletons had been found in 

http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/NationalParks/parkHome.aspx?id=N0049
http://www.visitmildura.com.au/
http://www.harrynanyatours.com.au/
http://www.choicehotels.com.au/en/quality-hotel-mildura-grand-mildura-hotel-au687
http://museumvictoria.com.au/bunjilaka/visiting/first-peoples/
http://museumvictoria.com.au/bunjilaka/visiting/first-peoples/
http://www.ibtimes.com/mungo-man-story-behind-bones-forever-changed-australias-history-1558234
http://www.ibtimes.com/mungo-man-story-behind-bones-forever-changed-australias-history-1558234
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Indonesia and dated at 100,000 + years, then they 
might have been categorised as Homo erectus but being 

found in Australia and dated at only 10,000 years was 
problematic. According to traditional theories, Homo 

erectus never reached Australia and was believed to 
have died out when Homo sapiens reached Indonesia in 
excess of 50,000 years ago. Even if the Kow Swamp 
people weren't Homo erectus, it was hard to explain why 
an ancient looking people occupied Australia after a more 

modern looking people. As explained by Professor Alan 
Thorne, 
"The Kow Swamp people have thick brow ridges, very 
large faces and the biggest teeth that have ever existed 
in modern humans. And that creates a problem. They 
look ancient but at 10,000 years of age they’re much 
younger than the lightly built Mungo people. How could 

that be?" 
One academic, Dr Tim Stone from the University of 
Melbourne, tried to argue the unusual skeletal shapes 

were the result of some kind of localised adaptation to 
the cold. (1) Stone basically argued that the Homo 
sapiens of the area evolved to look like Homo erectus 

because the body shape was better suited to the climate. 
In Stone's view, no other Australian population groups 
looked like them because the Kow Swamp people 
became geographically isolated for tens of thousands of 
years. 
Stone's argument was an illogical considering that Kow 
Swamp was on a relatively flat area of land near the 

Murray River, which would likely attract high volumes of 
human traffic. As a point of comparison, a small 
population of humans in Tasmania were genetically 
isolated for at least 10,000 years in a very cold climate. 
Although paintings and photos show a slight divergence 

from some mainland Aborigines, their skeletons and 
features looked very similar to modern gracile humans. 

 
Tasmanian Aborigines looked a lot like Africans but 
despite being isolated for perhaps 10,000 years in a cold 
climate, they still looked like modern humans. 

Other academics have argued that the unusual head 
shapes of the Kow Swamp people were the result of 
cranial modification (3). In other parts of the world, this 

occurs due to mothers wrapping cloth around their 
infants' heads. 
Like Stone's theory of climatic adaption, this was also an 
illogical explanation as body modification of infants tends 

to be a feature of  agricultural societies that have 
developed hierarchical systems of status. Furthermore, it 
usually requires cloth to place sustained pressure on the 

child's skull and there is no evidence of weaving amongst 

Aborigines. Admittedly, it had been observed in Cape 
York where an adult pushed on the infants forehead 

using their hands to flatten the face, but it was extremely 
rare. 

One academic defending the orthodox position, Dr Colin 
Groves, didn't even bother offering any explanations and 
simply said that those who did were racist because the 
explanations would interfere with contemporary activist 
campaigns. In his own words: 

"But at the same time as one "pure-race" hypothesis was 
hitting the dust, another was rising. Ancient Australian 
skeletons were being discovered in Victoria and southern 
New South Wales, and they seemed to show great 
diversity. None of them were Negritos, Murrayians or 
Carpentarians, but those from Keilor and Lake Mungo 
were like modern Aboriginal people, whereas some (not 

all) of those from Kow Swamp had very flat, sloping 
foreheads, and some people even likened them to so-
called "Java Man", Homo erectus, that had preceded 

modern humans (Homo sapiens) in the region to the 
Northwest of Australasia at least as late as 300,000 
years ago. Unfortunately, although Alan Thorne, the 

describer of the Kow Swamp skeletons, never actually 
said that they were Homo erectus, the idea that an 
extremely primitive people preceded the present 
Aboriginal people in Australia, and was eliminated by 
them, seems to have seeped into some folks' 
consciousness just like the Negritos did. Negritos or 
Homo erectus - either way, the Aborigines were not the 

first possessors of Australia so the land doesn't really 
belong to them and the whites needn't feel too bad about 
dispossessing them. Really good fodder, this, for the One 
Nation Party, and the Prime Minister needn't feel he has 
to say "sorry".  

If sarcasm and the need to conform to contemporary 
activist campaigns were highly valued qualities in 

academic inquiry, then it appeared as though Groves had 
made a powerful and compelling argument. 

 
Some theories based on the skeletal record have 
proposed that the first humans in Australia were the 
"negrito" Tasmanian people, who were displaced by 
"Murrayans", who were in turn displaced by 
"Carpentarians". Academics like Dr Colin Groves have 
proposed that the theories are racist and that there was 
only one migration and all Aborigines are the 
descendents from that one migration. 

Out of Africa Theory 
The 'Out-of-Africa' theory proposes that 1.4 million years 
ago Homo erectus left Africa and spread throughout 
Europe and Asia. In Europe, Homo erectus evolved into 
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the Neanderthals. In Asia, most Homo erectus stopped 
evolving - with the exception of a small group in the 

Indonesian archipelago that branched off to 
become Homo floresiensis (aka the Hobbit). Unlike most 

of the Homo erectus in new Asian environments, which 
stagnated, the Homo erectus that stayed in Africa 
continued to evolve and eventually became Homo 
sapiens. 
About 200,000 years ago, Homo sapiens left Africa. They 

spread throughout the globe and conquered or out-
competed Neanderthals and Homo erectus. The last 
Neanderthal died out around 30,000 years ago. The last 
Homo erectus died out somewhere between 200,000 and 
30,000 years ago. The last Hobbit is believed to have 
died out in a volcanic eruption around 10,000 years ago. 
After conquering Homo erectus in Indonesia, Homo 

sapiens moved to Australia. If Homo erectus had made it 
to Australia first, then they too would have been 
conquered. 

In a nutshell, 200,000 years ago an African tribe, either 
through superior food gathering ability or open war, 
started the extinction of all hominin species living 

throughout Eurasia. 
Supporting the Out-of-Africa theory was work by Allan 
Wilson who provided evidence in 1987 that all modern 
humans share a single female ancestor who lived in 
Africa approximately 200,000 years ago. 

Interactive journey of humanity – 
 http://www.bradshawfoundation.com/journey/ 

 
Nature 408, 7 Dec 2000, p. 653 

Regional Continuity or Multiregional 
Evolution 

Mungo Man is a huge spanner in the works for the Out-
of-Africa theory because it can't explain how Mungo Man 

looked liked modern humans, yet was not related to any 
human that had left Africa in the last 200,000 years. A 
'Multiple-Regions' theory was held up as the answer. If 
Out-of-Africa is a theory of war, then Multiple Regions is 

a theory of sex. The theory proposed that Homo erectus 
was not conquered; rather, once Homo erectus left Africa 
1.4 million years ago, it kept evolving on migration lines 
between Asia and Africa (and possibly Australia). 
Interbreeding among nomadic tribes kept most of the 
different groups on a relatively constant evolutionary 
track and ensured they remained the same species. 

Most proponents of the Multiple-Regions theory argue 
that the Neanderthals in Eurasia and the Hobbit in 
Indonesia were not unique species and therefore must 
have contributed DNA to modern Homo sapiens. 

Testing of Neanderthal DNA has produced mixed 
evidence. Repeated testing of mitochondrial DNA of 
modern humans found no evidence of Neanderthal DNA. 

Because mitochondrial DNA is passed on by women, the 

lack of it indicated that Homo sapiens do not have a 
female Neaderthal ancestor. Even though sapiens don't 

have female Neaderthal ancestors, they do have male 
Neandethal ancestors. In 2010, 60 per cent of the 

Neaderthal had been mapped and was subsequently 
compared to modern humans from Papua New Guinea, 
Europe, Asia and Africa. It found that 1-4% of modern 
human DNA, in populations outside of Africa, was 
Neanderthal in origin. While the results found evidence of 

male Neanderthal in non-African Homo sapiens, there 
was no evidence of Homo sapien DNA, either male or 
female, contributing to Neaderthal DNA. 
The results suggested that Neanderthals had the ability 
to breed with Homo sapiens (so were not a unique 
species) but breeding was minimal. Furthermore, the 
one-way flow of genes, and the absense of 

Neaderthal mitochondrial DNA in modern humans, would 
suggest it was only a few Neanderthal men breeding with 
Homo sapien women. On the whole, the two Hominins 

bred very little. 
Perhaps the small flow of genes could also be attributed 
to migration routes. The Neanderthals may have evolved 

independently because they were an ice age people living 
in caves. Ice age Eurasia was just too inhospitable for 
nomadic Homo erectus. Likewise, in the Indonesian 
archipelago, the ancestor of the Hobbit may have been 
cut off from migration routes due to changes in sea 
levels or volcanic activity. Consequently, they also 
become a unique species. 

Aside from the Neanderthals and the Hobbits, all other 
Homo erectus keep migrating, keep breeding and kept 
evolving on a constant track. Eventually they evolved 
into Homo sapiens. 
At some stage in the last 850,000 years (or longer), 

either Homo erectus or Homo sapiens made the crossing 
from Java to Australia. These hominins were the 

ancestors of Mungo Man. It would not have been a 
difficult crossing to make. Rats are believed to have 
made the crossing 2 million years ago. 
200,000 years ago, females from an African tribe started 
spreading their genes through the entire arc between 
Australia and Africa. This spreading of female genes 

could have occurred as a result of a nomadic African tribe 
emerging from Africa and breeding throughout Asia. It 
could also have occurred as a result of an Asian tribe 
going to Africa, and forcibly taking women back to Asia. 
(*Although evidence indicates that all humans might 
have had a common female African ancestor 200,000 
years ago, as yet there is no evidence to show a common 

male ancestor.) 
60,000 years ago, Homo sapiens with African ancestors 
started migrating into Australia, and joined Mungo Man. 
The first group of Africans were known as Robust due to 
their heavy-boned physique. This group was significantly 
different from the slender body shaped Gracile of Mungo 
Man that was already in Australia. The Robust soon came 

to dominate Australia. Many thousands of years later, 
perhaps more people with a Gracile body migrated to 
Australia. The similarity in shape probably stemmed from 
parallel evolution rather than recent common ancestors. 
Alternatively, the Robust Homo sapiens perhaps evolved 
a more Gracile shape due to climatic changes. (Robust 

shapes were more suited to cold climates and tackling 

megafauna. Gracile shapes were more agile and had 
better endurance.) Aborigines today have a Gracile body 
shape that is like the 62,000-year-old Mungo Man but 
unlike the 10,000-year-old Kow Swamp people. 

http://www.bradshawfoundation.com/journey/
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Sites showing where Homo erectus was found. Debate 
exists about European sites. Some skulls have been found 
in Australia that show Homo erectus features but they 
have not been categorised as Homo erectus. Homo Flores 
(the hobbit) was found on the eastern side of the Wallace 
line, indicating that its Homo erectus ancestor had the 
capacity to make ocean crossings. 

 
One view on human evolution. Note, overlap is only 
deemed to have occured in Europe where Homo sapiens 
and Neanderthals co-existed. Homo floresiensis was not 
included. 

Implications for Australia 
If Out-of-Africa is to be believed, then human occupation 
of Australia has to be less than 200,000 years. Exactly 
when humans arrived would have been determined by 
how long it took Homo sapiens emerging from Africa to 
cause the extinction of the Homo erectus tribes spread 

throughout Asia. If Multiple Regions is to be believed, the 
length of human occupation of Australia can be greatly 
extended. Homo erectus was known to be in the 
Indonesian archipelago 850,000 years ago. If they had 
made the crossing to Australia, then hominin occupation 
of Australia could be anywhere up to 850,000 years. 
It is generally believed that Homo erectus was not 

intelligent enough to make the boats that would have 
been required to cross to Australia. Arguably though, 
making a raft or a canoe is much much easier than 
making stone tools that can kill animals. Furthermore, 

Homo erectus obviously had a degree of intelligence as it 
had crossed rivers and adapted to diverse climates on its 

way from Africa to Java and Peking. 
It should also be noted that the Hobbit was found on the 

Australian/Papua New Guinea side of the Wallace Line. In 
previous ice ages, Papua New Guinea was part of the 
Australian zooalogical regions and Flores showed signs of 
both Asian and Australian fauna. Stone tools on the 
island of Flores have been dated at 840,000 years, which 

proves that Homo erectus was capable of making a sea 
crossing. It also proves that after crossing the Wallace 
Line, Homo erectus gained the opportunity to migrate 
into Australia. 

 
The Wallace Line - A stretch of deep water that separates 
the zoological regions of Asia from those of Australia and 
Papua New Guinea. 840,000-year-old Homo erectus tools 
have been found on the Australian New Guinea side. 

 
Sahul – The land mass that comprised PNG and Australia 
during the last ice age. Australia was not as isolated as 
some people believe. 

The possibility that Homo erectus made it to Australia 
was supported by archaeological excavations from 1968 
to 1972 by Professor Alan Thorne at Kow Swamp, which 
found skeletons showing Homo erectus features. The 

main problem with seeing them as Homo erectus was 
that they were between 10,000 and 13,000 years old. If 

they were Homo erectus, then it would suggest that 
either Homo erectus lived in Australia until very recently, 
or came in a migration wave after Homo sapiens and 
then died out or was bred out. 
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Implications for human evolution 
Survival of the Fittest proposes that the strongest and 

most intelligent will eventually emerge triumphant. Out-

of-Africa supports the theory because it proposes a smart 
and strong African tribe was able to cause the extinction 
of all other hominin species spread across the globe. It 
caused the extinction due to its superior food gathering 
ability and/or superior battlefield might. 
A Multiple-Regions theory indicates that Survival-of-the-

Fittest is only half true. Physical weakness can aid 
promiscuity and therefore the proliferation of genes. In 
the case of the Neanderthals, the fact that male 
Neanderthals survives in the DNA of Homo sapiens but 
female Neanderthals DNA does not suggests that 
Neanderthal men probably raped Homo sapien women 
and the offspring was raised by Homo sapien tribes. It 

would have been easy for Neanderthals to rape the 

women because they were far stronger. (It is possible 
that Neanderthal boys/men were adopted by Homo 
sapien tribes but this would not explain why Neanderthal 
women were not adopted.) While Neanderthal men could 

rape Homo sapien women, Homo sapien men were too 
weak to rape the stronger Neanderthal women and to 

carry them back to the tribe as typically occurred in 
hunter gatherer communities. Ironically, by being strong, 

the Neanderthal women were not forcibly inducted into 
tribes that could survive. 
Similar problems may have been experience by the 
women of Mungo Man’s tribe. If they were particularly 
agile or strong, other groups of Homo sapiens would not 

have been able to force them to join their tribes as was 
custom in hunter gathering. If the other tribes came to 
dominate, then the women’s evolutionary lines would 
have gone extinct like those of the Neanderthal. 
-----------------   
1. Groves, Colin, (2002) Australia for the Australians 
 http://www.australianhumanitiesreview.org/archive/Is
sue-June-2002/groves.html  
2. http://archive.uninews.unimelb.edu.au/news/1255/  
3. Susan C. Antón,  Karen J. Weinstein (1999) Artificial cranial 
deformation and fossil Australians revisited Journal of Human 
Evolution Volume 36, Issue 2, February 1999, Pages 195–209 

http://www.convictcreations.com/aborigines/prehistory.
htm 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

>>and now a sad family tragedy, which has been dear to Adelaide Institute 
since it joined the www community through Adam Internet on 1 May 1994<< 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Adam Internet founder Gregory Allyn Hicks  

and son Scott Gordon Hicks in bitter legal fight 
EXCLUSIVE ANDREW HOUGH The Advertiser, March 11, 2016 12:00am 

 
SPLIT: Adam Internet founder Greg Hicks and son Scott Hicks. 

A FORTUNE of up to $80 million has torn apart the son 
and father whose small technology firm grew into leading 
South Australian company Adam Internet. 

Company founder Gregory Allyn Hicks, 62, and his son, 
Scott Gordon Hicks, 37, are engaged in a bitter legal 
fight amid claims of dirty business dealings, attempted 

blackmail, office affairs and misfortune. 

The battle centres on claims to the $60 million to $80 
million windfall from Adam Internet, including proceeds 
from its 2013 sale to iiNet Ltd, 27 years after Greg Hicks 

founded the company. 
Following multiple hearings and failed mediation, the 
internet mogul father and computing entrepreneur son 

http://www.australianhumanitiesreview.org/archive/Issue-June-2002/groves.html
http://www.australianhumanitiesreview.org/archive/Issue-June-2002/groves.html
http://archive.uninews.unimelb.edu.au/news/1255/
http://www.convictcreations.com/aborigines/prehistory.htm
http://www.convictcreations.com/aborigines/prehistory.htm
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will air their grievances in a 15-day Supreme Court trial 
starting next month. 

Scott Hicks, a father of three from Hyde Park, is seeking 
undisclosed damages and compensation over claims that 

he missed out on his rightful share of sale profits, 
because he was forced to sign a legally binding exit 
agreement more than a year before the sale. 
Court documents detail how the pair’s relationship 
deteriorated over six years amid alleged heated 

arguments, resentment and disagreements over their 
respective roles and the company’s direction. 
Greg Hicks also accuses his son of attempting to 
blackmail him over an alleged affair with a colleague. He 
denies having an affair and his son denies the blackmail 
claim. 
The breakdown, according to Greg Hicks, started at 

Scott’s engagement party in 2006, during which his 
father learnt how his son’s then fiancee and now wife, 
Catherine, allegedly referred to herself as “heiress to the 

Adam Internet fortune”. 
He also claims he could “no longer trust” his son after he 
“suspected” Scott had told his partner and in-laws he 

“owned or would own Adam Internet”. 
Documents filed with the court show their hostility came 
to a head during a heated meeting in June 2012, the 
exact circumstances of which remain disputed. 
During the meeting, Greg Hicks allegedly told his son: 
“You will never be anything more than an employee in 
my company and if you are not happy with that, leave. If 

you walk out that door you walk out of my life, the 
company and the family and there is no coming back and 
I don’t ever want to see you again.” 
He claimed that his son replied: “I wouldn’t have it any 
other way you limp-d--- c---.” 

Greg Hicks also initially alleged that his son had 
“threatened to kill” him in September 2012. Court 

documents show his accusation was based on an email 
“sent by or on behalf of or at the direction of Scott Hicks 
purported in the name of Muhammad Sadik to Greg 
Hicks ... with the subject line ‘I have been hired to kill 
you’ ”. 
However, Greg Hicks withdrew the claim after his son -

denied the allegation and explained, in court documents, 
it was a “notorious hoax email sent to email recipients 
worldwide”. 
In his statement of claim, launched in August 2014, Scott 
Hicks — Adam’s managing director before his abrupt -
departure was announced in August 2012, a year before 
the iiNet sale — accuses his father of “unconscionable, 

misleading and deceptive” conduct. 
He also accuses his father of breaching their “utmost 
good faith” relationship and reneging on a promise, 
allegedly made over years, to give him “equity” in the 
business in the event of a sale or his father’s death. 
“Despite demand by Scott Hicks, Greg Hicks has failed, 
or (has) refused to account ... for any equity in the Adam 

Internet business, or its traceable proceeds,” states Scott 
Hicks, who earned up to $1.35 million a year in his role 
at Adam. 
He claims that at a meeting at the Hyde Park Tavern in 
August 2012, he was told to “quickly” sign a legally 
binding exit agreement in which he received a $645,000 

payout and also tied him to several clauses, including 

transferring his shares in the company. 
His father, Adam’s executive chairman, denies his son’s 
claims and says Scott had only a “figurehead role”. 

But Scott Hicks details his efforts to create new work, 
projects and business relationships for the company. 

“But for the entrepreneurial ability and hard work of 
Scott Hicks ... the growth in the value of Adam Internet’s 

business would not have been achieved,” he states. 
“During his tenure ... Scott Hicks was responsible for 
transforming (the business), and by deploying 
exceptional entrepreneurial ability and hard work, did 
transform (it).” 

Scott Hicks, who started with the company after finishing 
at Eynesbury Senior College in 1995, claimed an entry 
form for the 2006 Entrepreneur of the Year, signed off by 
his father, stated he owned 49 per cent of the business. 
Court documents show Greg Hicks said Scott’s claim of 
company ownership was false but he admitted the form 
was still submitted to organisers. 

Scott Hicks claimed he worked 12 to 14-hour days but 
his father accuses him of working only up to five hours a 
day and says he took “significant” leave. This, his son 

said, was to help around the birth of children and for his 
honeymoon. 
Scott Hicks also alleges he was forced to sign a 

prenuptial agreement because of his father’s fears his 
wife “might be able to attack” the business assets in any 
potential “matrimonial dispute”. 
It was signed two days before the wedding in 2007 after 
his father allegedly threatened not to attend the 
wedding. 
In his statement of defence, refiled a third time last 

August, Greg Hicks, of Oakbank, denies his son’s “relief” 
claim because he “made all the important decisions”. 
“It was by reason of the entrepreneurial ability of Greg 
Hicks, and not Scott Hicks, that the business of Adam 
Internet prospered,” he asserts. 

“Since ending his employment with Adam Internet ... 
Scott Hicks has not undertaken a successful business 

venture and is presently working from home.” 
His son has since invested in telecommunication 
ventures. 
Greg Hicks, now a property developer, alleges in 
documents the blackmail attempt was over a denied 
“inappropriate relationship” with an Adam colleague. 

His son, he claimed, checked his personal email and 
phone records “without (his) knowledge of consent”, 
adding: “(He) threaten(ed) to tell others about the 
alleged relationship including (wife) Keren Hicks and 
(daughter) Kara Hicks unless Greg Hicks re-evaluated 
Scott Hicks’ departure from Adam Internet and/or 
improved the terms of the Exit Agreement.” 

Scott Hicks claimed he could legally check the records 
and was acting for his mother, 64, over her fears her 
husband was having an affair. 
Scott Hicks declined to comment. Greg Hicks did not 
respond to inquiries. 

WAR OF WORDS 
Final meeting between the father and son in Scott Hicks’ 

office on June 15, 2012 
Son’s version 
Greg Hicks: “So you’re leaving.” 
Scott Hicks: “No, I want to work here forever, I just 
require some understanding of a few things to take us 
forward as a business.” 

[After Greg Hicks asked Scott Hicks to follow him back to 

his office] 
Greg Hicks: “You will never be anything more than an 
employee in my company and if you are not happy with 
that, leave.” 
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[Upon Scott Hicks motioning to walk out of Greg Hicks’ 
office and return to his own office] 

Greg Hicks: “If you leave, I will never see you or your 
family ever again, you will be cut off from everything and 

every dollar and I will also sell everything including Adam 
Internet and all the holiday homes.” 
[Whereupon Scott Hicks levelled abuse at Greg Hicks and 
left Greg Hicks’ office] 
Father’s version 

Greg Hicks: “So you’re leaving?” 
Scott Hicks: “Yes, unless you have changed your mind.” 
[After Greg Hicks asked Scott Hicks to follow back to his 
office] 
Greg Hicks: “Before you go you need to do a handover to 
Michael Owen [Adam Internet’s chief operations officer] 
and give him the details. You will never be anything 

more than an employee in my company and if you are 
not happy with that, leave.” 
[Upon Scott Hicks motioning to walk out of Greg Hicks’ 

office] 
Greg Hicks: “If you walk out of that door you walk out of 
my life, the company and the family and there is no 

coming back and I don’t ever want to see you again.” 
Scott Hicks: “I wouldn’t have it any other way you limp 
d*** c***.” 
Source: South Australian Supreme Court 

*** 
ADAM IN PARADISE 

■ Greg Hicks founded the company as a “hobby” from his 

home in Flagstaff Hill in 1986, from which he created 
bulletin boards — a precursor to the internet where users 
could dial in to a computer. Scott Hicks once said: “Most 

of my friends described my house as the NASA satellite 
launch centre.” 
■ The company name changed to Addamm Pty Ltd, Adam 

Link Pty Ltd and then Adam Internet from April 1992 

before becoming a leading internet service provider and 
data warehouse supplier in South Australia. 
■ Between 1996 and 2012, its value increased from 

$100,000 to $70 million; its profits rose from $50,000 to 
more than $12 million; sales rose from $100,000 to 

more than $50 million; market share increased from 1 
per cent to 45 per cent; and its customer base increased 
from 1000 to 100,000, according to Scott Hicks. 
■ At its height, the company employed more than 200 

staff. Its senior leadership team included: Greg Hicks, 
executive chairman; John Gerschwitz, chief financial 
officer; Roger Godwin, consultant; Michael Owen, chief 
operations officer; Rob McKeon; Scott Hicks, managing 
director; Caroline Eastwood, general manager sales; 
Anita Lang, executive assistant. 
■ Scott Hicks was an entrepreneur of the year finalist and 

the company has been named the second-generation SA 
Family Business of the Year. It was also a Port Adelaide 
Football Club sponsor. 
■ On August, 31, 2013, Greg Hicks sold the company to 

iiNet Ltd for approximately $60-$80 million, according to 
his son. Greg Hicks says a confidentiality clause prevents 

him from disclosing the price. 
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/a
dam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-
gordonhicksinbitterlegalfight/newsstory/958e0e15803cc
c2843f3798449814bed

__________________________________________  

Adam Internet founder Greg Hicks  
kicked son out of business over confrontation about alleged affair, court hears 

Ken McGregor, The Advertiser, April 8, 2016 12:00am 
THE multimillionaire founder of Adam Internet was 
confronted by his son about an alleged affair, sparking a 
bitter rift that led to him being kicked out of his father’s 
business, a court has heard. 
During pre-trial hearings on Thursday, the Supreme 

Court was told Scott Gordon Hicks confronted his father, 
Greg Allyn Hicks, about a claimed extramarital 
relationship with senior employee Caroline Eastwood, 
which prompted her to leave the company. 
Scott Hicks’ lawyer, Dick Whitington, QC, said his client’s 
father never forgave him for this and engaged in 

unconscionable conduct to exclude him from benefiting 

from the 2013 sale of the company to iiNet Ltd. 
“When he finally confronted his father, that led to 
Eastwood going and he never forgave him,” he said. 
“That is what led to him effectively being kicked out of 
the company.” 
Mr Whitington said the affair was known among some 

Adam Internet staff but in court documents Greg Hicks, 
62, of Oakbank, has denied it occurred. 
Other Stories 
The inter-family legal battle centres on claims to the $60 
million to $80 million windfall from Adam Internet, 
including proceeds from the iiNet Ltd sale. 
Scott Hicks, 37, of Hyde Park, is seeking undisclosed 

damages and compensation over claims that he missed 
out on his rightful share of sale profits, because he was 

forced to sign a legally binding exit agreement more than 
a year before the sale. 

Mr Whitington said the affair, and the alleged displeasure 
over Ms Eastwood’s departure, help explain Greg Hicks’ 
conduct towards his son. 
“It explains the circumstances in which his father now 
decided to deny his previous promises and his share in 

the company and he turned on him and wanted him out,” 
he said. 
Ms Eastwood, who was general manager of sales at 
Adam, has been subpoenaed to give evidence but it may 
be delivered in written form, rather than in the dock. 
In documents lodged with the court, Greg Hicks claims 

the breakdown began at Scott’s engagement party in 

2006, during which his father learnt how his son’s then 
fiancee and now wife, Catherine, allegedly referred to 
herself as “heiress to the Adam Internet fortune”. 
He also claims he could “no longer trust” his son after he 
suspected Scott had told his partner and in-laws he 
“owned or would own Adam Internet”. 

Documents filed with the court show their hostility came 
to a head during a heated meeting in June 2012, the 
exact circumstances of which remain disputed. 
Justice Malcolm Blue on Thursday allowed Scott Hicks to 
lodge a fourth statement of claim disputing the legality of 
the exit agreement he signed before the sale to iiNet. 
Greg Hicks’ lawyers indicated they would also file a fifth 

defence responding to that claim. 
The trial is expected to begin next week. 
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-
internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-
confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-
story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258

http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/adam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-gordonhicksinbitterlegalfight/newsstory/958e0e15803ccc2843f3798449814bed
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/adam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-gordonhicksinbitterlegalfight/newsstory/958e0e15803ccc2843f3798449814bed
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/adam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-gordonhicksinbitterlegalfight/newsstory/958e0e15803ccc2843f3798449814bed
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/adam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-gordonhicksinbitterlegalfight/newsstory/958e0e15803ccc2843f3798449814bed
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-gordon-hicks-in-bitter-legal-fight/news-story/958e0e15803ccc2843f3798449814bed
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-gordon-hicks-in-bitter-legal-fight/news-story/958e0e15803ccc2843f3798449814bed
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-gordon-hicks-in-bitter-legal-fight/news-story/958e0e15803ccc2843f3798449814bed
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258
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Son of multi-millionaire founder of  

Adam internet entitled to at least half dad’s fortune, court hears 
ANDREW HOUGH The Advertiser, April 12, 2016 6:00am 

 
Scott Hicks arrives at Supreme Court. 

Son confronted father over alleged affair court 

hears 
THE son of the multi-millionaire founder of Adam internet 
is entitled to at least half of his father’s fortune because 
of his entrepreneurial efforts to build the business, a 

court has heard. 
A Supreme Court trial yesterday heard that Gregory Allyn 
Hicks, 62, lied to Scott Gordon Hicks, 37, about a 
promise to increase his business stake after a row over 
his father’s alleged affair with a co-worker triggered a 
family feud. 
The court heard company founder Greg Hicks, of 

Oakbank, dangled a financial “carrot” to ensure his son 
remained managing director, but later refused to honour 
any agreement. 
During almost two decades, Greg Hicks told his son he 

“would be looked after”, before eventually suggesting his 
equity was worth about 20 per cent, it was claimed. 

But lawyers for Scott Hicks yesterday said their client’s 
efforts to create “innovations” and increase company 
profits meant he should be entitled to more than 50 per 
cent. 
Their bitter dispute centres on claims to the $60 million to 
$80 million windfall from Adam internet, including proceeds 
from its 2013 sale to iiNet Ltd. 

Scott Hicks, of Hyde Park, is seeking “millions of dollars” 

in damages caused by the “unconscionable conduct”, 
claiming he lost his rightful share because of a legally 
binding exit agreement signed more than a year before 
the sale. 
The pair sat in the public gallery yesterday as Dick 
Whitington, QC, for Scott Hicks, opened the trial, saying his 

client was “left to his own devices” to manage the 
company. 
Mr Whitington said Scott Hicks alone dealt with clients, 
paid cheques, created new innovations, such as “data 
centre”, and found the company’s headquarters. 
He also fought Telstra’s pricing models, triggering a 
$7.3m lump-sum payment and $31m in cost benefits, 

despite his father arguing he should “just sign the 

f***ing contract” with the telecommunications giant, Mr 
Whitington said. 
“It was really a business…. (that) surfed the wave of the 
internet,” he said. “ ... like a lot of start-up businesses in 
Silicon Valley (where) people … go from nothing to 
billionaires overnight. What did the father contribute? 

Not a lot, except some capital.” 
Mr Whitington told the court he would show Greg Hicks’ 
“modus operandi” as wanting the “pot of gold at the end 
of the rainbow” but refusing to honour agreements. 
He said the father first guaranteed Scott Hicks 10 per 
cent of the business and “motivated” him by saying this 

would grow if Adam internet became “something of 
value”. 
The court has previously heard the feud began when 

Scott Hicks confronted his father about his alleged affair 
with senior employee Caroline Eastwood, which Greg 
Hicks has denied. The trial continues. 
 
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/s
on-of-multimillionaire-founder-of-adam-internet-entitled-
toatleasthalfdadsfortunecourthears/newsstory/dd50935
71510cd4b143b772b7f21b158  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Family feud:  
Son ‘hacked emails, blackmailed dad’ over alleged affair, court hears 

ANDREW HOUGH, The Advertiser, April 13, 2016 6:00am 

Scott Hicks and his wife,  

Catherine, outside the Supreme Court. 

THE son of the multi-millionaire Adam Internet founder 
engaged in “morally and legally reprehensible” conduct 

when he blackmailed his father over an alleged office 
affair using hacked emails, a court has heard. 

Scott Gordon Hicks, 37, is embroiled in a bitter Supreme 

Court trial against Gregory Allyn Hicks, 62, over who has 
claims to a fortune estimated at up to $80 million. 

Their dispute centres on the windfall from Adam Internet, 
including proceeds from its $60 million sale to iiNet Ltd in 
2013, which occurred more than a year after Scott Hicks 
signed a legally binding exit agreement. 
Scott Hicks, of Hyde Park, is suing for “unconscionable 
conduct” and is seeking at least half of his father’s 
money due to his entrepreneurial efforts as managing 

director over almost two decades. 
On the second day of their trial yesterday, the court 
heard fresh details of the pair’s feud and reasons for 
Scott Hicks, a father of three, abruptly leaving the 
company in June 2012. 

The court heard their relationship irreparably 
deteriorated after Scott Hicks confronted his father about 

a claimed extramarital relationship with senior employee 
Caroline Eastwood. 

http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/son-of-multimillionaire-founder-of-adam-internet-entitled-toatleasthalfdadsfortunecourthears/newsstory/dd5093571510cd4b143b772b7f21b158
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/son-of-multimillionaire-founder-of-adam-internet-entitled-toatleasthalfdadsfortunecourthears/newsstory/dd5093571510cd4b143b772b7f21b158
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/son-of-multimillionaire-founder-of-adam-internet-entitled-toatleasthalfdadsfortunecourthears/newsstory/dd5093571510cd4b143b772b7f21b158
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/son-of-multimillionaire-founder-of-adam-internet-entitled-toatleasthalfdadsfortunecourthears/newsstory/dd5093571510cd4b143b772b7f21b158
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258
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It came after he accessed his father’s and Ms Eastwood’s 
phone records and “hacked” into his emails, which 

allegedly revealed their relationship and trips to Perth 
and the Gold Coast, the trial heard. 

Brendon Roberts, SC, defending Greg Hicks, accused 
Scott Hicks of engaging in “morally and legally 
reprehensible” conduct when he used his “privileged 
position as (Adam’s) managing director to hack the 
personal records of (his father) including emails”. 

Mr Roberts said Scott Hicks accessed the records to 
blackmail his father over the “Eastwood affair”. 
An email address using a “Donald Draper” pseudonym — 
based on the Mad Men television show character — was 
used either by Scott Hicks, or someone acting on his 
behalf, Mr Roberts alleged. 
Earlier, the court heard Greg Hicks, of Oakbank, has 

amassed a substantial property portfolio that includes his 

former matrimonial house in which Ms Eastwood now 
lives. 

Dick Whitington, QC, for Scott Hicks, told the court that 
while Greg Hicks had denied the affair, Ms Eastwood was 

now living in a house he owned at Kurralta Park. 
The court heard the Kurralta Park home was among 
several properties bought using company funds including 
three in the Adelaide Hills, Adam’s King William St 
headquarters and an adjoining high-rise. 

The court was told about a “bizarre” row in February 
2010, in which Greg Hicks accused his son of 
“intercepting” his mail after he discovered he had not 
attended a Prime Minister’s Australia Day function while 
Scott Hicks had. 
The trial continues. 
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/f

amilyfeudsonhackedemailsblackmaileddadoverallegedaff
aircourthears/newsstory/62465150ef6a5ba09dc272abe5
06089  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Adam trial:  
Greg Hicks had told son Scott Hicks he would run top Adelaide web firm 

ANDREW HOUGH, The Advertiser, April 14, 2016

 
Scott Gordon Hicks outside the Supreme Court. 

THE son of the multi-millionaire Adam Internet founder 
was told he would take over the successful company as 

his father sought to step away from its daily operations, 
a court has heard. 
Scott Gordon Hicks, 37, is embroiled in a bitter Supreme 
Court trial against Gregory Allyn Hicks, 62, over who has 
claims to a fortune estimated at up to $80 million. 
Their dispute centres on a windfall, including proceeds 
from its $60 million sale to iiNet Ltd in 2013, which 

occurred more than a year after Scott Hicks signed a 
legally binding exit agreement. 
Scott Hicks, of Hyde Park, is suing for “unconscionable 
conduct” and is seeking at least half of his father’s 
money due to his entrepreneurial efforts as managing 

director over almost two decades. 
He entered the witness box late yesterday after a day of 

complex legal argument and told how his father had told 
himself, friends, colleagues and business contacts how 
he would be “running the business” from 2007. 
This occurred at various functions, throughout the office 
and with senior colleagues, both privately and at 

management meetings while an industry body, the 

Family Business Association was also informed, he told 
the court. 
“At that period my father was telling more people he was 
looking to step back from the business and I would be 
taking over it,” the father of three told the court. 
“It was something he was quite open about and telling 

quite a number of people about it. He said he had 
everything he wanted and he was looking to step away 
from the business and transition to me.” 
His father watched from the public gallery as Mr Hicks 

told Justice Malcolm Blue how he had spearheaded a new 
$3.2 million “data centre” at Mile End. 
Court documents state the value of the centre, which 

provided space to house business and government 
computer infrastructure, was $16.5 million at the time of 
the iiNet sale. 
Under questioning from his barrister Dick Whitington, 
QC, he said his personal efforts helped secure lucrative 
State Government contracts from the Departments of 
Premier and Cabinet, Transport, Primary Industries and 

Attorney General as well as SA Health. 
The trial has laid bare their feud, which was triggered 
over Scott Hicks confronting his father over an alleged 
affair with a senior colleague, Caroline Eastwood. His 

father accuses his son of blackmailing him using hacked 
information. 

The trial continues. 
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/a
dam-internet-trial-greg-hicks-had-told-son-scott-hicks-
hewouldruntopadelaidewebfirm/newsstory/c0cf0219d8a
169b9a82eaa5e6f6396cb 

________________________________________________  

Fake Whiteley paintings sold for $3.6 million 
Published: 7:18 pm, Monday, 11 April 2016 

Two Brett Whiteley paintings that sold for more than $3 
million were created in a Melbourne store room 15 years 

after the famous artist's death, a court has heard. 

Blue Lavender Bay, purchased for $2.5 million by Sydney 
Swans chairman Andrew Pridham, and Orange Lavender 
Bay, bought for $1.1 million, are the work of art restorer 
Mohamed Siddique, Crown prosecutors allege. 

Siddique and art dealer Peter Gant have pleaded not 
guilty to charges of obtaining financial advantage by 

deception and attempting to obtain financial advantage 

by deception in relation to the sale of the paintings. 
They are on trial in the Victorian Supreme Court where it 
is alleged they hatched a plan to use their skills and 

http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/familyfeudsonhackedemailsblackmaileddadoverallegedaffaircourthears/newsstory/62465150ef6a5ba09dc272abe506089
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/familyfeudsonhackedemailsblackmaileddadoverallegedaffaircourthears/newsstory/62465150ef6a5ba09dc272abe506089
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/familyfeudsonhackedemailsblackmaileddadoverallegedaffaircourthears/newsstory/62465150ef6a5ba09dc272abe506089
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/familyfeudsonhackedemailsblackmaileddadoverallegedaffaircourthears/newsstory/62465150ef6a5ba09dc272abe506089
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-gordon-hicks-in-bitter-legal-fight/news-story/958e0e15803ccc2843f3798449814bed
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-gregory-allyn-hicks-and-son-scott-gordon-hicks-in-bitter-legal-fight/news-story/958e0e15803ccc2843f3798449814bed
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/son-of-multimillionaire-founder-of-adam-internet-entitled-to-at-least-half-dads-fortune-court-hears/news-story/dd5093571510cd4b143b772b7f21b158
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/son-of-multimillionaire-founder-of-adam-internet-entitled-to-at-least-half-dads-fortune-court-hears/news-story/dd5093571510cd4b143b772b7f21b158
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/adam-internet-founder-greg-hicks-kicked-son-out-of-business-over-confrontation-about-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/3f704865442a028a43f09dd141ed6258
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/family-feud-son-hacked-emails-blackmailed-dad-over-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/62465150ef6a5ba093dc272abe506089?sv=badf27830761604a8ed8df56d456d1b7
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/south-australia/family-feud-son-hacked-emails-blackmailed-dad-over-alleged-affair-court-hears/news-story/62465150ef6a5ba093dc272abe506089?sv=badf27830761604a8ed8df56d456d1b7
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/adam-internet-trial-greg-hicks-had-told-son-scott-hicks-hewouldruntopadelaidewebfirm/newsstory/c0cf0219d8a169b9a82eaa5e6f6396cb
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/adam-internet-trial-greg-hicks-had-told-son-scott-hicks-hewouldruntopadelaidewebfirm/newsstory/c0cf0219d8a169b9a82eaa5e6f6396cb
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/adam-internet-trial-greg-hicks-had-told-son-scott-hicks-hewouldruntopadelaidewebfirm/newsstory/c0cf0219d8a169b9a82eaa5e6f6396cb
http://www.adelaidenow.com.au/news/southaustralia/adam-internet-trial-greg-hicks-had-told-son-scott-hicks-hewouldruntopadelaidewebfirm/newsstory/c0cf0219d8a169b9a82eaa5e6f6396cb
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expertise in the art world to profit from the sale of 
fraudulent Whiteley paintings. 

Whiteley twice won the Archibald prize and was 
appointed an officer of the Order of Australia before his 

death in 1992. 
Prosecutor Susan Borg said the agreement was made 
around the time Gant purchased an authentic Whiteley 
painting, entitled View from Sitting Room Window 
Lavender Bay, in March 2007. 

The two men used the original work as a template that 
would help them create paintings to pass-off as authentic 
Whiteley's, thus inflating their sale price, Ms Borg said. 
"They agreed that Mr Siddique would use his knowledge 
and expertise as a conservator and restorer of art to 
produce the paintings, and Mr Gant would use his 
expertise as an art dealer to approach (buyers) and sell 

paintings as authentic Whiteley paintings," she said. 
Ms Borg said the jury would be shown photographs of the 
paintings, along with a third painting entitled Through 

the Window, being created in a secure storage area of 
Siddique's Easey Street studio and office space. 
Book binder Guy Morel took photographs that capture 

the paintings at various stages of completion, the court 
heard. 
Evidence will also be given by experts who assessed the 
authenticity of Blue Lavender Bay and Orange Lavender 

Bay and found inconsistencies between the paintings and 
Whiteley's work, the court heard. 

Infrared scans of Blue Lavender Bay reveal grey 
"underdrawings" that are the same as the underdrawings 

Mr Morel photographed in the Easey Street storage unit, 
Ms Borg said. 
Gant's defence barrister Trevor Wraight said the 
photographs taken by Mr Morel captured the creation of 
copies of original works - which was not illegal. 

"The three paintings that were arranged to be sold by 
Peter Gant were not fraudulent," he told the court. 
"What happened at Easey Street and the sale of these 
paintings are completely different stories." 
John Ribbands, for Siddique, said his client created 
copies of Whiteley paintings, which was different from 
creating a fake. 

"We say he painted a copy of what was an original Brett 
Whiteley," he said. 
"Once they left his premises he had nothing further to do 

with them." 
The trial continues before Justice Michael Croucher. 
AAP 
http://www.skynews.com.au/news/national/vic/2016/
04/11/fakewhiteleypaintingssoldfor36million.html#sthas
h.qGEoneMr.dpuf

 
The allegedly fake 1988 Orange Lavender Bay sold to Sydney car dealer Steven Nasteski for $1.1 million 

in 2009 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Brett Whiteley paintings:  

court to decide if art dealers committed fraud 
THE AUSTRALIAN, APRIL 11, 2016 12:31PM 

 
Pia Akerman, Reporter, Melbourne 

https://plus.google.com/113079366295172804271 

 
Australia’s biggest alleged art fraud case is set to 
begin, with a Supreme Court jury empaneled today 
to decide the authenticity of three works attributed 
to Brett Whiteley. 

Art dealer Peter Stanley Gant and conservator Mohamed 
Aman Siddique are accused of forging and selling the 
paintings, which were sold or offered for sale for millions 
of dollars. 

http://www.skynews.com.au/news/national/vic/2016/04/11/fakewhiteleypaintingssoldfor36million.html#sthash.qGEoneMr.dpuf
http://www.skynews.com.au/news/national/vic/2016/04/11/fakewhiteleypaintingssoldfor36million.html#sthash.qGEoneMr.dpuf
http://www.skynews.com.au/news/national/vic/2016/04/11/fakewhiteleypaintingssoldfor36million.html#sthash.qGEoneMr.dpuf
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Pia+Akerman
https://plus.google.com/113079366295172804271
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One of the allegedly fake Brett Whiteley paintings which a 

jury will be asked to decide whether it is authentic. 

Prosecutors allege the works were created by Mr 
Siddique in his Collingwood studio over the past decade, 
and not by Whiteley in 1988 as the defence claims. 

Judge Michael Croucher told the jury that Mr Gant claims 

to have held the paintings for many years and denied 
being part of any plan to sell fake paintings. 
It is alleged Mr Gant and Mr Siddique unlawfully profited 
by $2.5 million from the allegedly fake Big Blue at 
Lavender Bay painting sold to Sydney Swans chairman 

and merchant banker Andrew Pridham in November 
2007. 

The pair are also alleged to have profited by $1.1m 
through an allegedly fake Orange Lavender Bay painting 

sold to Sydney luxury car dealer and art collector Steven 
Nasteski in 2009. 
A third work attributed to Whiteley — Through the -
Window Lavender Bay 
— was also allegedly produced by Mr Siddique and 

offered for sale for $950,000. 
Mr Gant, 60, is facing four charges of obtaining a 
financial advantage by deception, and one charge of 
attempting to do the same. 
Mr Siddique, 68, is facing two charges of obtaining a 
financial advantage by deception, and one charge of 
attempting to do the same. 

Both men have pleaded not guilty. 
The trial is expected to run for about a month, with 
opening statements to be heard later today. 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/visualarts/brett-
whiteleypaintingscourttodecideifartdealerscommittedfrau
d/newsstory/af52cf1a2d10a47c309f067c794b80c6  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Brett Whiteley paintings ‘were made after artist died’ 
AAP, APRIL 11, 2016 6:26PM 

 
Blue Lavender Bay was purchased for $2.5 million by Sydney Swans chairman Andrew Pridham. 

Two Brett Whiteley paintings that sold for more 
than $3 million were created in a Melbourne store 
room 15 years after the famous artist’s death, a 

court has heard. 
Blue Lavender Bay, purchased for $2.5 million by Sydney 
Swans chairman Andrew Pridham, and Orange Lavender 
Bay, bought for $1.1 million, are the work of art restorer 
Mohamed Siddique, Crown prosecutors allege. 
Siddique and art dealer Peter Gant have pleaded not 

guilty to charges of obtaining financial advantage by 

deception and attempting to obtain financial advantage 
by deception in relation to the sale of the paintings. 

They are on trial in the Victorian Supreme Court where it 
is alleged they hatched a plan to use their skills and 
expertise in the art world to profit from the sale of 

fraudulent Whiteley paintings. 
Whiteley twice won the Archibald Prize and was 
appointed an Officer of the order of Australia before his 
death in 1992. 
Prosecutor Susan Borg said the agreement was made 
around the time Gant purchased an authentic Whiteley 

painting, entitled View from Sitting Room Window 

Lavender Bay, in March 2007. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/visualarts/brett-whiteleypaintingscourttodecideifartdealerscommittedfraud/newsstory/af52cf1a2d10a47c309f067c794b80c6
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/visualarts/brett-whiteleypaintingscourttodecideifartdealerscommittedfraud/newsstory/af52cf1a2d10a47c309f067c794b80c6
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/visualarts/brett-whiteleypaintingscourttodecideifartdealerscommittedfraud/newsstory/af52cf1a2d10a47c309f067c794b80c6
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The two men used the original work as a template that 
would help them create paintings to pass-off as authentic 

Whiteley’s, thus inflating their sale price, Ms Borg said. 
“They agreed that Mr Siddique would use his knowledge 

and expertise as a conservator and restorer of art to 
produce the paintings, and Mr Gant would use his 
expertise as an art dealer to approach (buyers) and sell 
paintings as authentic Whiteley paintings,” she said. 
Ms Borg said the jury would be shown photographs of the 

paintings, along with a third painting entitled Through 
the Window, being created in a secure storage area of 
Siddique’s Easey Street studio and office space. 
Book binder Guy Morel took photographs that capture 
the paintings at various stages of completion, the court 
heard. 
Evidence will also be given by experts who assessed the 

authenticity of Blue Lavender Bay and Orange Lavender 
Bay and found inconsistencies between the paintings and 
Whiteley’s work, the court heard. 

Infra-red scans of Blue Lavender Bay reveal grey 
“underdrawings” that are the same as the underdrawings 

Mr Morel photographed in the Easey Street storage unit, 
Ms Borg said. 

Gant’s defence barrister Trevor Wraight said the 
photographs taken by Mr Morel captured the creation of 
copies of original works — which was not illegal. 
“The three paintings that were arranged to be sold by 
Peter Gant were not fraudulent,” he told the court. 

“What happened at Easey Street and the sale of these 
paintings are completely different stories.” John 
Ribbands, for Siddique, said his client created copies of 
Whiteley paintings, which was different from creating a 
fake. “We say he painted a copy of what was an original 
Brett Whiteley,” he said. 
“Once they left his premises he had nothing further to do 

with them.” The trial continues before Justice Michael 
Croucher. 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/brett-whiteley-
paintingsweremadeafterartistdied/newsstory/b7875d3eb
71a5451cfa78dfcf6528362

   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Restorer admits copying Whiteley paintings, denies role in sale 
ANGUS THOMPSON, Herald Sun, April 11, 2016 4:48pm 

 
Mohamed Siddique outside court. Picture: Mark Dadswell 

A PROMINENT art restorer accused of conspiring to 
defraud wealthy buyers has admitted to copying Brett 
Whiteley paintings but says he had no part in their 
lucrative sale. 
Mohamed Siddique is standing trial in the Supreme Court 
with art dealer Peter Gant over an alleged bid to pass off 

three paintings as genuinely created by the renowned 
Australian artist. 
The Crown alleges the men agreed to create counterfeit 
versions of 1988 artworks ‘Blue Lavender Bay’, ‘Orange 

Lavender Bay’ and ‘Through the Window’ and sell them 
with the price tag of originals. 
‘Blue Lavender Bay’ and ‘Orange Lavender Bay’ were sold 

for a combined $3.6 million to Sydney Swans chairman in 
late 2007 and to Sydney car dealer Steven Nasteski in 
late 2009 respectively. 
In 2010, the ‘Through the Window’ was used by Mr Gant 
as collateral to defer repayment of a $950,000 debt he 
owed to Melbourne restaurateur Guy Angwin. 

In August 2013, the Orange Lavender Bay painting, 
which had been returned to Mr Gant, was sold to Steven 
Drake for $122,000. 
Mr Siddique, 68, is charged with two counts of obtaining 
financial advantage by deception and one count of 

attempting to obtain financial advantage by deception. 
Mr Gant, 60, is charged with four counts of obtaining 

financial advantage by deception and one count of 
attempting to obtain financial advantage by deception. 

Crown Prosecutor Susan Borg alleged Mr Gant in early 
2007 bought a genuine Whiteley painting, ‘View from the 

Sitting Room Window’, which was then used by Mr 
Siddique to create forgeries in the style of the late artist. 

 
Peter Grant, left, outside court. Picture: Mark Dadswell 

 
Artist Brett Whiteley with his work in 1985. 

She said several photos were taken of the works in 
progress with the original sitting close by. 
‘Blue Lavender Bay’ and ‘Orange Lavender Bay’ were 
propped up against on a row of benches during the 

opening addresses, with the third said to be missing. 
Two of the paintings have been examined by various 

people, who claim there are inconsistencies between 
them and genuine Whiteley artworks. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/brett-whiteley-paintingsweremadeafterartistdied/newsstory/b7875d3eb71a5451cfa78dfcf6528362
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/brett-whiteley-paintingsweremadeafterartistdied/newsstory/b7875d3eb71a5451cfa78dfcf6528362
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/brett-whiteley-paintingsweremadeafterartistdied/newsstory/b7875d3eb71a5451cfa78dfcf6528362
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Defence lawyer Trevor Wraight, QC, acting for Mr Gant, 
told the jury there was no dispute about copies being 

made. 
“It’s not illegal to copy a painting, it’s not even illegal to 

write Brett Whiteley on it,” he said. 
But he said the paintings that were sold by Mr Gant were 
not forgeries. 
Mr Siddique’s barrister, John Ribbands, said his client did 
not financially benefit from the huge transactions. 

“You won’t hear any evidence that Mr Siddique was paid 
any money. 

“Once they left his premises, he had nothing further to 
do with them, not a thing,” Mr Ribbands said. 

angus.thompson@news.com.au  
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/laworder/restorer-
admitscopyingwhiteleypaintingsdeniesroleinsale/newsst
ory/47595dc52b0b392209e1ca3eb2cde2b8  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Photos taken of Whiteley fakes: court 
BY GENEVIEVE GANNON, AAP, APRIL 11, 2016 5:19PM 

A man who shared office space with an art restorer 
accused of faking Brett Whitley paintings to sell for 
millions took photographs of the works being created, 
the Victorian Supreme Court has heard. 

Book binder Guy Morel took eight photographs that 
captured the painting known as Blue Lavender Bay at 

various stages of completion in October 2007 in a locked 
storage area of a studio in Easey Street, Collingwood, 
prosecutor Susan Borg said. 
The court heard the photos also depict a palette of paint 
that matches the painting. 

Art conservator and restorer Mohamed Aman Siddique 
and art dealer Peter Stanley Gant are on trial after they 
pleaded not guilty to charges of obtaining financial 
advantage by deception and attempting to obtain 
financial advantage by deception. 
They are accused of using their expertise in the art world 
to create three paintings that they sold at an inflated 

price by passing them off as original works by Brett 
Whiteley. 
The painting Blue Lavender Bay was bought for $2.5 
million by Sydney Swans chairman Andrew Pridham, the 

court heard. 
The paintings Orange Lavender Bay and Through the 

Window were also photographed as they were being 
created, Ms Borg said. 
A defence barrister acting for Mr Gant said the photos 
depict the process of copies being made of original 
Whiteley paintings. 

"It's not illegal to copy paintings, it's not even illegal to 
write Brett Whiteley on it," the court heard. 
"What happened at Easey Street and the sale of those 
paintings are completely separate stories," Mr Gant's 
barrister said in the trial that continues. 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Brett Whiteley's former wife Wendy tells Melbourne court the paintings at the 
centre of fraud allegations are fakes 

Updated 12 Mar 2015, 6:28pm 

 
One of three artworks at the centre of the case arrives at 

Melbourne Magistrates Court. (ABC News: Stephanie 

Ferrier) 

The ex-wife of artist Brett Whiteley, Wendy, has told a 
court she knew two paintings at the centre of fraud 
allegations were fakes as soon as she saw them. 

Art dealer Peter Gant and conservator Mohamed Siddique 
appeared in the Melbourne Magistrates Court accused of 
making and selling - for millions of dollars - three fake 
paintings copied from Whiteley's well-known Lavender 
Bay series. 
Both men have denied the charges. 
Versions of two of Whiteley's works, Big Blue Lavender 

Bay and Orange Lavender Bay, were taken into the 
courtroom on Thursday morning. 

Magistrate Suzie Cameron is determining whether there 
is enough evidence to send the men to trial. 
Ms Whiteley told the court the paintings looked "stiff" 
and "dead" to her and made her feel very uneasy. 

 
Brett Whiteley's former wife, Wendy, outside the 
Melbourne Magistrates Court. The Age: Jason South  

"I don't consider it a bad hair day Whiteley," she said of 
the Big Blue Lavender Bay in court. 
"I consider it to be a fake." 
Ms Whiteley said, although no artist could be a genius 

every day, and her former husband had battled drug 
addiction, she knew they were not his. 
She also rejected suggestions she would not have known 
what Whiteley had painted after they divorced and 
moved apart. 
"I do not know every painting that he did paint, because 
I wasn't there," she acknowledged. 

"But I do know what he didn't paint." 
Wendy Whiteley told the court she'd spent her entire life 

looking at art, and knew what she was talking about. She 
said that so far, she had never been wrong. 

* 

mailto:angus.thompson@news.com.au
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/laworder/restorer-admitscopyingwhiteleypaintingsdeniesroleinsale/newsstory/47595dc52b0b392209e1ca3eb2cde2b8
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/laworder/restorer-admitscopyingwhiteleypaintingsdeniesroleinsale/newsstory/47595dc52b0b392209e1ca3eb2cde2b8
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/laworder/restorer-admitscopyingwhiteleypaintingsdeniesroleinsale/newsstory/47595dc52b0b392209e1ca3eb2cde2b8
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-12/painting-taken-into-melbourne-magistrates-court-whiteley-case/6307312
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-12/painting-taken-into-melbourne-magistrates-court-whiteley-case/6307312
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-12/painting-taken-into-melbourne-magistrates-court-whiteley-case/6307312
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-12/painting-taken-into-melbourne-magistrates-court-whiteley-case/6307312
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-12/915508110.jpg/6309978
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-12/915508110.jpg/6309978
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I don't consider it a bad hair day Whiteley ... I 
consider it to be a fake. 

Wendy Whiteley, artist's former wife 
* 

On Wednesday, a former employee of Siddique at his 
Collingwood arts studio, Guy Morel, told the committal 
hearing he first reported his suspicions to police in 2007. 
Mr Morel said he provided detectives with photos of what 
he believed were the fake paintings inside the studio's 

restoration room. 

Detective Sergeant James MacDonald told the court he 
met Mr Morel to look at the works when Siddique was out 

of the office, pretending to be a customer. 
Under cross-examination both men acknowledged they 

were not art experts, but Mr Morel said he "knew a few 
things about a few things". 
The hearing continues. 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-12/brett-

whiteleyexwifewendysayspaintingsareforgeries/6307268 

___________________________________________________________________________________________  

Art dealer immediately suspicious of ‘anaemic Whiteley’ 
THE AUSTRALIAN, APRIL 14, 2016 12:00AM

Pia Akerman, Reporter, Melbourne 
An art dealer who was asked to sell an allegedly fake 
Brett Whiteley work for nearly a million dollars has told a 
jury he was immediately suspicious once he viewed the 
painting in person. 

The work — known as Through the Window Lavender 

Bay — surfaced in November 2009 when Sydney art 
dealer Ralph Hobbs was contacted by a Melbourne 

counterpart, Anita Archer. She told him the painting had 
been directly commissioned from Whiteley — who died in 
1992 — by his agent, Christian Quintas, and then onsold 
to a private collector in Sydney who wanted to sell it for 
$950,000. 
Mr Hobbs yesterday told the Victorian Supreme Court he 
was very excited about the prospect of an otherwise 

unknown Whiteley work related to the artist’s iconic 
Lavender Bay series, until he saw the painting. “It felt 
very anaemic or flat,” he said. “It wasn’t as vibrant as 
the great Whiteleys are. It just didn’t feel right.” 
Victorian art dealer Peter Gant and conservator Mohamed 
Aman Siddique are on trial for fraud charges relating to 

the attempted sale of Through the Window Lavender 
Bay, as well as the sale of the allegedly fake Big Blue at 
Lavender Bay for $2.5 million and the allegedly 
fake Orange Lavender Bay for $1.1m. 
Prosecutors allege Mr Siddique created the works at his 
Collingwood studio in Melbourne for Mr Gant to sell 
through art-world connections. 

The defence has told the jury that although Mr Siddique 
did create Whiteley copies, the three paintings in 
question are Whiteley originals painted in 1988. 
Mr Hobbs said he always had concerns about any work 
that purported to come direct from an artist’s studio and 

not a gallery. He asked Ms Archer whether Whiteley’s 

widow, Wendy, could speak to the provenance 
of Through the Window, but was told it was created 
during a period when the couple was separated and Ms 
Whiteley could consequently be “problematic” in auth-
enticating it. 

Mr Hobbs decided he was not confident about its 
authenticity and sent the painting back to Ms 
Archer. Through the Window has not been produced in 
the trial, while the other two allegedly fake works are on 
display for the jury to examine. 
Mr Hobbs said Whiteley’s Sydney Harbour paintings had 
a richness that he did not observe in those two paintings, 

but agreed with Mr Gant’s barrister that the artist had 
painted inferior works. 

The trial continues. 
 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/visual-arts/art-
dealerimmediatelysuspiciousofanaemicwhiteley/newssto
ry/6766e728e61af5a4ed3cf562972dcbb5  
 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Teacher, travel agent and retiree to decide on Whiteley's $3.6m 'bad hair day' 
15 April 2016 at 5:42 PM

By Patrick Durkin 
A teacher, travel agent, cabinet maker and retired public 

servant are among the jurors who have been asked to 
decide whether revered Australian artist Brett Whiteley, 
who died of a heroin overdose in 1992,  was just having 
a "bad hair day" when he created three paintings at the 
heart of Australia's largest ever alleged art fraud. 
Prosecutors allege Blue Lavender Bay and Orange 
Lavender Bay which sold for $3.6 million are the 

real work of art restorer Mohamed Siddique who 
hatched a plan with art dealer Peter Gant to use their 
skill and expertise to create the Whiteley fakes using an 
authentic Whiteley painting, View from Sitting Room 
Window Lavender Bay as a "blueprint" to make 

the copies and fool the art world. 
Both men have pleaded not guilty to the criminal charges 

and argue the paintings – prominently displayed in 

Supreme Court of Victoria courtroom 3 – are genuine 
with evidence they existed before 2007 and 2008 when 
the copies were allegedly made. 
Over the weekend, the jurors heads will be filled with 

evidence from art dealers, book binders, art framers and 
door makers –which Whiteley often used instead of 

canvas – as they get a crash course in art appreciation to 
decide whether the paintings are real or fake. 

'BAD HAIR DAY' FOR WHITELEY 
"There's something funny about this picture [Orange 
Lavender Bay]", the jury heard Sydney art dealer Andrew 
Crawford told fellow art dealer John Playfoot. "I wouldn't 

mind running it over to Wendy's [Whiteley's former wife] 
... I think it's a scam", the court heard on Friday. 
"He rang me and told me what she [Wendy] said, 'I 
wouldn't know, I wasn't with Brett at this time, but it 
looks like he had a bad hair day'," the court heard Ms 
Whiteley said. 

The court heard Ms Whiteley, who is expected to give 

evidence mid-next week, following a committal hearing 
before a judge last year,  was more blunt on another 
occasion: "This isn't right, this isn't painted by Brett, it's 

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-12/brett-whiteleyexwifewendysayspaintingsareforgeries/6307268
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-03-12/brett-whiteleyexwifewendysayspaintingsareforgeries/6307268
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Pia+Akerman
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/visual-arts/art-dealerimmediatelysuspiciousofanaemicwhiteley/newsstory/6766e728e61af5a4ed3cf562972dcbb5
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/visual-arts/art-dealerimmediatelysuspiciousofanaemicwhiteley/newsstory/6766e728e61af5a4ed3cf562972dcbb5
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/arts/visual-arts/art-dealerimmediatelysuspiciousofanaemicwhiteley/newsstory/6766e728e61af5a4ed3cf562972dcbb5
http://www.afr.com/lifestyle/arts-and-entertainment/art/patrick-durkin-j7gb7.html
http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/fake-brett-whiteley-paintings-sold-for-more-than-36-million-court-told-20160411-go3g0j.html
http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/fake-brett-whiteley-paintings-sold-for-more-than-36-million-court-told-20160411-go3g0j.html
http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/fake-brett-whiteley-paintings-sold-for-more-than-36-million-court-told-20160411-go3g0j.html
http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/fake-brett-whiteley-paintings-sold-for-more-than-36-million-court-told-20160411-go3g0j.html
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a fake", the court heard she said. "The lines looked 
hesitant, lacked fluidity. It had the composition of 

elements of his work, but it just wasn't right," 
prosecutors told the jury that Ms Whiteley said. 

 
Bad hair day for Brett Whiteley? The artist took the 
definitive answer about the works to his grave when he 
died of a heroin overdose in 1992. Gerrit Fokkema 

Nevertheless, the painting sold to Sydney luxury car 
dealer Steven Nasteski for $1.1 million in 2009 who 
showed it to Whiteley's long-time art framer, Brett 
Lichtenstein. 

"Nasteski rang me and he said, 'Lichtenstein's been in 
here and everything's all right'," Mr Playfoot told the 
court. "[Lichtenstein] said, 'Everything's OK, it's kosher. 
He walked in and he said, 'Oh, the masterpiece'. Nasteski 
said, 'Well, it's the frame we want you to look at' and so 
he said, "Yep, that's my frame, I made it'," the court 
heard on Friday. 

The other painting, Blue Lavender Bay, was bought by 
investment banker and Sydney Swans chairman Andrew 
Pridham for $2.5 million sight unseen but when he 
showed it to Wendy Whiteley at his home in 2008, she 

asked to speak to Pridham's art dealer and also 
described it as a "bad hair day" and questioned its 
authenticity. 

 
Art dealer Peter Gant faces criminal charges over the 

Whiteley paintings. Dominic Lorrimer 
  Witnesses this week gave evidence  which shows the 
two accused purchased doors "with no edge strips and 

specifically requested clean faces" to replicate Whiteley's 
style. Book binder Guy Morel also told the court he was 
shocked to find "forgeries" in the Easey Street studio in 
Collingwood owned by Mr Siddique and contacted the 
police. He took photographs of the unfinished artworks 
as they were being produced which showed opened 

books with images of authentic Whiteley paintings, 
including one work by Whiteley called Big Orange 

(Sunset) painted in 1974. 
"You will also hear of infrared images taken of the 

painting, Blue Lavender Bay, showing underdrawings 
that are not otherwise visible to the naked eye, and 
these drawings are identical to the underdrawings 
depicted in the photos taken by Guy Morel at Easey 
Street premises," Crown prosecutor Susan Borg told the 

jury. 
But the defence barrister for Mr Gant, Trevor Wraight, 
QC, said there is nothing illegal about making copies per 
se. 
"What was produced at Easey Street was simply that –
 copies. It's not illegal to copy a painting. It's not even 
illegal to write 'Brett Whiteley' on it. Students do it all the 

time, art students, painters, they do it to learn their 
craft, they might do it as a bit of a challenge, but as they 
reproduce a painting they try and copy the techniques, 

the styles, the materials that are used. What the 
prosecution want you to believe, however, is that these 
actual paintings were the ones that were presented for 

sale," Mr Wraight said. 

 
Ex-wife Wendy Whiteley says of the works, if they are 

Whiteley paintings it was a "bad hair day" for the 
artist. Dallas Kilponen 

Mr Gant claims the paintings in question were obtained 
directly from Whiteley's agent in June 1998 and belonged 
to Robert Le Tet, a respected collector and Village 
Roadshow director. Mr Gant later provided a letter of 
authenticity from Mr Le Tet but the Crown allege that 
was forged. 
Supreme Court of Victoria judge Michael Croucher told 

the jurors they need to make up their own mind about 
the signed and dated paintings, although he cautioned 
them against touching or scratching the works sitting in 
court. "I wouldn't want you wandering in and out of 

[court] like Brown's cows, but if you want to have a look, 
let my tipstaff know ... and we will arrange so that the 

court can be cleared for you and you can have as long or 
as little time looking at the paintings as you wish," Judge 
Croucher said. 
http://www.afr.com/lifestyle/artsandentertainment/art
/teacher-travel-agent-and-retiree-to-decide-on-
whiteleys-36m-bad-hair-day-20160414-go6r3v 

______________________________________________  
VICTORIA 

Melbourne school takes action after parents bully teachers online 

By ninemsn, 1:30am April 12, 2016 
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Bullying at schools has spread to include parents with one 
Melbourne school forced to pen legal letters in a bid to protect 
their teachers. 
Cyber safety expert Susan McLean said a primary school she 
advises has asked taken legal action in asking parents to stop 
after teachers were attacked on social media and online forums, 
the Herald Sun  reports. 
"They were talking about the quality of teaching, defaming 
people, using obscene language," she said. 
"We are seeing more and more of totally inappropriate, 
disrespectful behaviour online. People think it's harmless fun but 
it can ruin a teacher's life, and what kind of message is it 

sending to their children?" 
Ms McLean said the scenario was becoming increasingly 
common and many parents were now taking their grievances to 
Facebook rather than the school. 

She said some parents set up Facebook pages and websites 
naming schools and teachers. 
Victorian Association of State Secondary Principals Judy Crowe 
said teachers felt they had to take the abuse unless serious 
threats were made. 
"It's not fair and does mean you have to be incredibly thick-
skinned so you don’t get demoralised. Often people feel 
comfortable on social media saying something they wouldn’t be 
prepared to say to someone directly, and it may be untrue," she 
said. 
 
© ninemsn 2016 

http://www.9news.com.au/national/2016/04/12/01/30
/parents-bullying-teachers-online#FtcTIZYJzgZQmJDe.99  

______________________________________________   
Bloomberg 

 
ICAC accusations leave a trail of destruction 

ANDREW POOLE, THE AUSTRALIAN, APRIL 1, 2016 12:00AM 
Murray Kear is the latest to join me as a member of the ICAC 
survivor’s club: found innocent in court but not exonerated by this 
anti-corruption agency. 
Kear, a former commissioner of the NSW State Emergency 
Service, has been exonerated by the NSW justice system after 
being accused of corruption by the state’s trouble-prone 
Independent Commission Against Corruption. 
His description of how ICAC’s false impeachment tore through 
his family and friends gave me flashbacks to when I was 
declared “corrupt” by ICAC 28 months ago. 
I recall the day after the opening address by ICAC counsel 
assisting Peter Braham. The local Fairfax Media gave me a front-
page photo and headline saying Poole “stole $18m from the 
state”. 
One of my neighbours saw me at the shops and spun on his heel 
to ignore me. That is what being falsely accused is like. Kear’s 
family has had to pay his legal defence from the family piggy 
bank, a cost I see reported at $160,000. My legal bill for my 
unsuccessful defence against ICAC was $658,745. 
As with Kear, I also would prove later in the Supreme Court that 
ICAC suppressed exculpatory evidence in my favour. The 
widespread use of suppression orders prevents me from going 
into detail about ICAC’s accusation here — or anywhere. 
Unlike Kear, I had directors and officers insurance covering me 
for my legal costs but when my insurer saw ICAC declare me 
corrupt it used this as a pretext to not pay my legal costs. The 
only way out was to take the insurer to the Supreme Court and 
prove my innocence. The case ran for 16 days and cost me a 
further $1.9 million (which had to be found). 
Not shouted from the rooftops by Fairfax was that my family 
won this case, proving in a real court that I was not corrupt. 
Even after that, ICAC left my name up on itswebsite with the 
“corrupt” branding. My friends say this process has aged me 10 
years in two. My family also had to bear the brunt of the smear 
in many ways, including fielding questions and harassing phone 
calls directly from ICAC. 
After our win, we were paid back the full first $658,745 amount 
and eventually our insurer paid us back 82 per cent of the 
second $1,905,787 legal bill, leaving us out of pocket for 
$349,966, with two black years and myself with a destroyed 
career. Once a respected chief financial officer and 
entrepreneur, I now work in a supermarket to feed my family. 

The great companies we created in Doyles Creek Mining and its 
successor NuCoal Resources were destroyed after spending $5m 

on lawyers. As catastrophic as my personal situation is, it would 
pay NSW Premier Mike Baird to realise this is only the tip of the 
iceberg of the deep personal and economic impact wrought by 
ICAC and its recommendations. 
In December 2013, commissioner David Ipp, wrongly in 
my view, recommended that NuCoal’s licence be revoked. With 
our own cash investors, we had discovered a valuable coal 
resource with a proven value of $350m. The project was taken 
from NuCoal and its 3400 other shareholders, wreaking 
devastating economic effects on us and the many who had 
backed us to the hilt. 
The bad news for Baird and the NSW Liberals is this: when Ipp 
recommended the cancellation, he also recommended 
compensation to innocent parties, namely the shareholders, 
such as myself. We had proven the $350m value of our project 
so this would have cost NSW that amount in payouts. 
O’Farrell cancelled our exploration licence on January 30, 2014, 
after both sides of parliament mistakenly believed that NuCoal 
had been corrupt. Glibly, the legislation also indemnified the 
entire parliament and the state against compensation for this 
theft. 
But in the Poole v Chubb case against my insurer, the Supreme 
Court found I was not corrupt and that there was no evidence of 
any wrongdoing. So the NSW government owes the 
shareholders of NuCoal $350m, and it knows this. 
Change is coming. NuCoal Resources has a 30 per cent stake 
held by US funds that are not very happy about being robbed of 
their project and investment. These shareholders will be 
mounting their claim under the 11-year-old Australia-US free-
trade agreement. This treaty spells out that when the two 
countries invest in each other, stealing assets back just isn’t on. 
The US parties aren’t mounting a claim against NSW, their claim 
is against Australia. 
You can imagine the call to Baird’s office: “Hi Mike, it’s Malcolm 
Turnbull here, I have a bill here on my desk from some 
American people who say Australia owes them about $100m for 
their stake in NuCoal. Apparently your government confiscated a 
coal project from them. We are compelled to pay this out 
forthwith socould I trouble NSW to please drop a cheque to us 
for that amount?” 

Andrew Poole is a Newcastle businessman. 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/legal-

affairs/icacaccusationsleaveatrailofdestruction/newsstor
y/baadb65962a47b7b9100fb50bff548f3  
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